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Combining classical electrodynamics and density functional theory (DFT) calculations, we develop
a general and rigorous theoretical framework that describes the energetics of metal surfaces under
high electric fields. We show that the behavior of a surface atom in the presence of an electric
field can be described by the polarization characteristics of the permanent and field-induced charges
in its vicinity. We use DFT calculations for the case of a W adatom on a W{110} surface to
confirm the predictions of our theory and quantify its system-specific parameters. Our quantitative
predictions for the diffusion of W-on-W{110} under field are in good agreement with experimental
measurements. This work is a crucial step towards developing atomistic computational models of
such systems for long-term simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
The interaction of metal surfaces with an applied elec-
tric field is well described in the continuum-limit by
classical electrodynamics [1]. However, how exactly this
knowledge is translated to the sub-nanometer scale in
order to predict, for instance, the behavior of surface sin-
gle point defects under an electric field is not yet clear.
Knowing the exact mechanisms driving the evolution of
a metal surface under electric field is critical for develop-
ing various modern nanotechnologies [2–5]. Furthermore,
various existing and projected devices, such as contact-
less atomic manipulators [6, 7], electron and ion sources
[8–12], atom probe tomography [13–16], field ion and field
emission microscopy [8, 17, 18], or even large-scale par-
ticle accelerators etc. [19–22] would significantly benefit
from the existence of such a theory.
There are many indications in the literature that metal
surfaces behave differently under the influence of a high
electric field [2, 5, 23–30]. For example, the surface diffu-
sion of adatoms has been found both computationally
[31–33] and experimentally [34–36] to vary depending
on the magnitude of the applied field and even become
biased when a non-uniform field is present [25, 37]. In
spite of the aforementioned significance and various ex-
perimental and theoretical studies since the 1950s, the
theoretical understanding of such surface-field effects on
the atomistic level remains insufficient.
The behavior of adatoms on metal surfaces in the
presence of an electric field has attracted interest of
both theoretical and experimental studies since the 1950s
[25, 31, 32, 37–43]. Tsong and Kellogg (TK) [25] pro-
posed a theoretical model describing this behavior in
terms of the polarization characteristics of individual
adatoms, which were treated as isolated neutral point
dipoles. However, this description is not compatible with
a quantum mechanical picture of the metal surface, as it
neglects the charge redistribution induced by the adatom
∗ andreas.kyritsakis@helsinki.fi; akyritsos1@gmail.com
in its vicinity. In addition, the adatom will not be neutral,
but rather significantly charged. Moreover, the notion of
”atomic dipole moment” is fundamental to TK’s model,
yet it is not given a precise definition with respect to the
charge distribution of the adatom-surface system.
In this letter, we present an ab initio theory, that rig-
orously describes the atomistic behavior of a metal sur-
face under high electric field, in terms of the well-defined
polarization characteristics of the entire surface-adatom
system. Our theory establishes a general approach for cal-
culating the electric field effects on the activation energy
of any atomic transition on a metal surface under both
uniform and non-uniform electric fields, utilizing modern
density functional theory (DFT) calculations. We vali-
date our approach by calculating the activation energies
of migration and thermal evaporation for the particu-
lar case of a W adatom on a W{110} surface and sub-
sequently successfully comparing our theoretical predic-
tions to both direct DFT calculations and experimental
data available in the literature.
In section II, we develop the theoretical concepts that
describe the activation energy of various atomic transi-
tions in terms of the system polarization characteristics.
Then in section III we describe the methodology for our
DFT calculations for the W{110} system, the results of
which are presented in section IV, validating our theory
versus direct DFT calculations. Finally, in section V, we
compare our results with experiment and discuss the lim-
its of our theory, before concluding in section
II. THEORY
A. Dipole moment and energy
An applied electric field causes charge redistribution on
metal surfaces by shifting the electron densities with re-
spect to the position of positive surface nuclei either out
from the surface or into the bulk, depending on the di-
rection of the field. Similarly, the presence or the absence
of an atom, causes charge redistribution in its vicinity as
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2FIG. 1. Charge redistribution induced by (a) the presence
of an adatom, (b) a positive 1 GV/m applied field (anode)
on a system with adatom (atoms fixed at their original zero-
field positions for illustration purposes). The open surface of
the slab is {110} oriented. Cyan and magenta colored areas
correspond to increased and decreased electron densities, re-
spectively, that exceed 1% of the maximum electron density
of the reference system for (a) and 0.1% for (b).
well. Fig. 1 gives an illustration of how the charge distri-
bution is modified in both cases. This illustration shows
the actual electron density obtained by our DFT calcula-
tions for a W adatom on a perfect W{110} surface. It is
clear that the effect of the presence of an adatom spreads
well beyond its position; thus, unlike previous approaches
[25], the change of the charge density ρ(~r) in the entire
system has to be considered.
The interaction of a charge distributed as ρ(~r) with a
uniform applied electric field ~F = zˆF changes the value
of the total energy of the system. This change can be cal-
culated by analyzing the behavior of the corresponding
system dipole moment ~P = (Px,Py,Pz) =
∫
ρ~rdV . An
infinitesimal increment of the uniform field δ ~F , applied
to a system with a dipole moment ~P induces an infinites-
imal change of the total energy (see sec. (4.2) in ref. [1] or
eq. (11.3) in [44]) δE = −~P · δ ~F . Since the induced sys-
tem dipole ~P(~F ) varies with ~F , the energy of the system
under the field is
E(F ) = E(0)−
∫ F
0
Pz(F ′)dF ′ (1)
where E(0) is the total energy of the system in the ab-
sence of an external field. For small fields, the relation
Pz(F ) can be represented as a Taylor expansion
Pz(F ) =M+AF +O(F 2), (2)
where M is the permanent dipole moment and A the
polarizability of the system. Using eq. (2) in eq. (1) we
obtain the total system energy
E(F ) = E(0)−MF − 1
2
AF 2 +O(F 3). (3)
See sec. (II D) for a detailed analysis of the approximation
(2) and the physical meaning of M and A for the slab
system discussed below.
Equation (3) gives the basic relation between the ap-
plied field and the total energy of the system, determined
by only two parameters: the permanent system dipole
moment and system polarizability. The latter are spe-
cific for a given system configuration, but can be found,
for instance, using DFT calculations.
B. Atomic transitions under uniform electric field
Focusing on the migration and evaporation of a sur-
face atom, we consider a rectangular metal slab under a
uniform applied field, with its surfaces normal to the z
axis, such as the one illustrated in fig. 1. The migration
energy barrier of any atom of the system is the minimum
work required for its transition to a new site. It is there-
fore defined as the difference in the total energy between
two system configurations: one with the adatom at the
saddle point (subscript s), where E assumes the high-
est value along the migration path, and the other at the
initial lattice site (subscript l). Thus,
Em ≡ Es − El = Em(0)−MslF − 1
2
AslF 2 (4)
where Em(0) is the barrier without field,Msl ≡Ms−Ml
and Asl ≡ As−Al. In previous works [33, 45] the energy
barrier was estimated based on the two first terms of eq.
(4). However, neglecting the system polarizability terms
is not adequate in the GV/m regime discussed here.
The binding energy between an atom and the surface
Eb can be evaluated in a similar manner as eq. (4). We de-
fine Eb as the work needed to move the atom sufficiently
far from the surface, so that the atom-surface interaction
is negligible (about 2 nm [32]); yet, close enough that it
is still under the same field F . This work is the difference
in total energy between the initial and final states. Since
there is no atom-surface interaction in the final state, its
total energy is the sum of the energies of the two sub-
systems. Hence, Eb = Er + Ea − El, which yields
Eb = Eb(0) +MlrF − 1
2
(Ar +Aa −Al)F 2, (5)
where the subscript r denotes the reference system (sub-
strate surface in the absence of the moving atom), a de-
notes the isolated neutral atom and we have assumed
Ma = 0 due to the symmetry of the free atom.
Note that Eb is not the activation energy for field
evaporation (ion emission under extremely high fields),
but thermal evaporation of a neutral atom under a non-
ionizing field. It is therefore not to be confused with
the removal work Λ, i.e. the work needed to remove an
atom from the surface under field to a remote field-free
space. Although Λ is not the activation energy for any
real physical process, it is a theoretical concept of signif-
icant importance in the field evaporation theory (FET)
[40, 41, 46]. Within FET, Λ has been used under var-
ious terms such as ”binding energy” [40], ”sublimation
energy” [41], and ”bonding energy” [46]. Here we call it
3”removal work” in order to avoid possible confusion with
our binding energy Eb.
Λ coincides with Eb for F = 0, but its dependence
on the field F is different, due to the nature of the final
state (atom under field for Eb). Similarly to the case of
Eb, in the final state the two separated systems do not
interact and the total energy can be written as the sum
of the subsystems Ea(0)+Er(F ). Thus the removal work
Λ = Ea(0) + Er(F )− El(F ) can be expressed as
Λ(F ) = Λ(0) +MlrF + 1
2
AlrF 2 (6)
We note that a quadratic (on F ) expression for Λ(F )−
Λ(0) was proposed in [40, 46] and a linear one in [41] un-
der semi-empirical considerations. The above form con-
tains both linear and quadratic terms with physically
well-defined coefficients that can be calculated using
DFT. Finally, if we consider the consecutive removal of
a whole layer, the mean value of the differences 〈Mlr〉,
〈Alr〉, is the difference of M,A between the initial (with
N full layers) and final (with N−1 full layers) slab config-
urations, divided by the total number of atoms per layer.
In both initial and final configurations M = 0 due to
symmetry. Also, in view of eq. (11), the difference in A is
proportional to the volume of the removed layer. Thus, it
yields 〈Λ(F )〉 = 〈Λ(0)〉+0F 2Ω/2, where Ω is the atomic
volume. This result has been proven previously by Forbes
[47] using a fundamentally different argument. Our agree-
ment with Forbes offers an additional validation for our
approach.
C. Atomic transitions under non-uniform electric
field
Let us now consider the migration barrier in the pres-
ence of a small electric field gradient γ ≡ dF/dx along the
migration direction x. Such a gradient may appear due to
surface features that locally enhance the applied field. In
this case, our fundamental equation (3) and the derived
expression (4) is not valid directly and the estimation of
migration barriers becomes more complicated. Neverthe-
less, when γ is sufficiently small, Em can be asymptoti-
cally approximated by a formula similar to (4).
To this end, we shall write the total energy of the sys-
tem E(~ri), when the migrating atom lies at a surface
point ~ri = (xi, yi, zi), as
E(~ri) = Er + ∆E(~ri) (7)
where ∆E(~ri) is the energy added to the system due to
the introduction of the atom under study at ~ri. Er, i.e.
the reference system energy in the absence of the atom,
is independent of the position ~r, therefore does not enter
the expressions for the migration barrier, i.e.
Em = ∆E(~rs)−∆E(~rl). (8)
∆E(~ri) depends on interatomic interactions and interac-
tions of charges with the external electric field that are
localized around ~ri. In other words, only the values of
F (x) in the vicinity of xi affect it. As one can see in fig.
1a, the charge redistribution due to the introduction of
the atom is significant only within a certain cut-off radius
Rc, which in the simulated system does not exceed 1–2
lattice constants.
We now demand that the gradient of the field is suf-
ficiently small so that γRc  F (xi), i.e. the change of
the field within Rc is negligible. If so, we can neglect any
changes of the field in the area surrounding the moving
atom and assume that F (x) ≈ F (xi), where F (xi) is the
field at the exact position ~ri. In this case, ∆E(~ri) can be
approximated by its value under the corresponding uni-
form field F (xi). If we substitute the specific points ~rs
and ~rl in eq. (8) and use (7) we obtain
Em ≈ (Es (Fs)− Er (Fs))− (El (Fl)− Er (Fl)) (9)
with Ei(Fi) being the total energy of the system in the
configuration i under a uniform applied field Fi = F (xi).
Here i stands for s, l or r.
By combining eq. (9) with (3), we obtain our final for-
mula for the migration barrier under a non-uniform elec-
tric field
Em ≈ Em(0)−MslFl − Asl
2
F 2l −Msr∆F −AsrFl∆F
(10)
where ∆F ≡ F (xs) − F (xl) = γ(xs − xl). The first
three terms of expression (10) are identical to eq. (4)
and give the modification of the barrier in the presence
of the electric field. The last two terms introduce the
directional modifications due to the field gradient. Simi-
lar functional forms were used by TK [25]. However, the
physical quantities describing the field effects are differ-
ent. TK’s equation is based on the atomic polarization
characteristics, while our equation is derived considering
the energy changes in the entire system and its polariza-
tion properties, given by the M,A parameters. A more
detailed comparison to TK’s approach will be given in a
forthcoming publication.
D. The slab system and the physical meaning of its
polarization characteristics
We shall now return to the slab model to discuss the
physical meaning of its polarization characteristics and
the approximations underlying its adoption. The rect-
angular metal slab system introduced in section II B is
the standard system used for DFT calculations on metal
surfaces [31, 32, 48–50]. The underlying approximation
in such calculations (also in most atomistic simulations
such as molecular dynamics and kinetic monte carlo) is
that the movement of an atom is affected only by its
local environment; thus a good representation of the lat-
ter is sufficient for the calculation. The slab model pro-
vides a good representation of the local environment of
an atom residing on the surface of a metal electrode of
4a macroscopic anode-cathode. However, the conditions
under which this approximation is valid are not usually
discussed.
First, the slab has to be sufficiently thick to obtain
bulk properties in its middle (i.e. > 10− 20 A˚); this en-
sures a sufficiently good representation of the effectively
infinitely deep bulk below the surface. Second, the rough-
ness of the surface should be much smaller than the lat-
eral width of the slab and the thickness of the vacuum
region. Third, the radius of curvature of the real sur-
face must be much larger than the slab thickness (i.e.
> 100 A˚). The last two conditions ensure that the sur-
face can be considered quasi-flat.
When the metal slab is introduced to the influence of a
constant external electric field ~F = F zˆ, the free charge of
the metal shall redistribute in order to nullify the electric
field in its interior. Two opposite charge layers will be
induced on the surfaces (see e.g. fig. 1b). We note that
the applied field F of the slab model corresponds to the
local field of the macroscopic surface, a few nm above
the considered surface atom, i.e. in a distance where the
atomic movements cannot affect it, but close enough that
it assumes its local value as dictated by the geometry of
the macroscopic system.
It can be shown (see appendix A), that the polarizabil-
ity of this system can be approximated as
A ≈ 0S∆z, (11)
where S is the lateral area of the slab, 0 the dielectric
constant and ∆z the distance between the centers of mass
of the two charge layers. In other words, the system polar-
izability is proportional to the effective field-free volume
inside the slab.
The above expression can be used to obtain the
continuum-limit Maxwell stress. By substituting to eq.
(3) and differentiating the electrostatic energy with re-
spect to ∆z, we obtain the standard expression 0F
2/2
[44] for the Maxwell tensile stress on a metal surface. We
note that this represents the mean pressure exerted by
the field on the slab surface. The total force exerted in a
specific atom can be calculated similarly, but the deriva-
tives ofM,A with respect to the atom’s coordinates have
to be computed separately.
From eq. (11) it is evident that A scales linearly with
the system volume and therefore cannot be considered a
property of the surface or an atom. However, the differ-
ences in A such as Asl ≡ As−Al or Asr ≡ As−Ar, upon
which characteristic transition energies depend, converge
with the system size, i.e. are size-independent if the sys-
tem is sufficiently large. This is because the differences in
the charge distribution ρ(~r) due to a displacement of an
atom are localized in its vicinity and therefore any point
far from the atom would not contribute to the integral
δ ~P = ∫ (δρ)~rdV .
The physical meaning of Asl, Asr and Alr emerges from
the above analysis. They are proportional to the increase
of the effective field-free volume of the metallic system
due to a change on the surface. For a system with a given
lateral area S, such as the one we simulated with DFT,
differences in A are proportional to the corresponding
shift of the charge layer position.
Finally, we note that when approximating A with
0S∆z, we assume that ∆z does not vary significantly
with the applied field F . The latter is not in general true,
since the system always responds to the application of a
field and the corresponding Maxwell stress. This response
is always towards the minimization of the total energy,
i.e. the increase of A and ∆z. Therefore, in a relaxed
system, ∆z varies slightly with F , meaning that A is ac-
tually proportional to the zero-order term of a Taylor ex-
pansion of ∆z(F ). Higher order terms would contribute
to the O(F 2) terms in eq. (2), which are known as hyper-
polarizability terms. As shown by the DFT calculations
presented in sec. IV, the P − F curve is perfectly linear
within the simulated range of field and small numeri-
cal error margins. However, when the fields approach the
range of field evaporation, they might cause structural
change of the surface in the vicinity of the atom under
discussion and move the center of mass of the charge
layer, thus introducing non-linearities. Then higher or-
der terms might need to be taken into account.
III. METHOD
The unknown M and A parameters in eqs. (4), (5),
(6) and (10) can be calculated for a specific system using
DFT, which allows the full quantum mechanical calcula-
tion of the total ground-state energy of a system in the
presence of an electric field [48]. Furthermore, we can
obtain the charge distribution in the entire system and
calculate its total dipole moment by numerical integra-
tion. Finally, the barriers, the binding energy and the
removal work may be directly estimated by comparing
the ground-state energies of different configurations.
Here we calculated all the parameters for the exam-
ple case of a single W adatom on a flat W{110} surface.
For this purpose we ran DFT simulations for four differ-
ent system configurations: the flat {110} surface (r), the
surface with an adatom positioned at the saddle (bridge)
point (s), with the adatom at the lattice (hollow) point (l)
and an isolated W atom in vacuum (a). Systems (l, s, r)
are illustrated in fig. 2(a-c) respectively. In the cases
shown in (a) and (c), all ions were allowed to relax in
all directions. In the saddle point case, an adatom was
put in the middle of the bridge site; it was fixed in the
x and y directions, while being allowed to relax along z.
We used 8 monolayers of atoms in the x direction, 10 in
the y and 7 monolayers in the z (without counting the
adatom as a layer) for the adatom simulations; we shall
use the notation 8× 10× 7 for these systems. A 2× 2× 7
system was used for the calculations of the flat surface.
This minimum system with the appropriate sampling of
the Brillouin zone is mathematically equivalent to any
N × N × 7, for the calculation of the ground-state en-
ergy. A 24 A˚ hight vacuum was added on top of the slab
5for all systems. This vacuum height is measured from the
highest fully populated atomic layer. Finally, for the free
W atom in vacuum (system a) a large enough box was
used, so that the atom does not interact with itself over
the periodic boundaries.
 a) b) c)
FIG. 2. Top view of the slab models for the W{110}: (a) a
slab with the W adatom at the lattice site, (b) with the W
adatom at the bridge (saddle), and (c) a flat surface.
All our DFT calculations were performed with the Vi-
enna ab initio simulation package (VASP) and its cor-
responding ultrasoft-pseudopotential database [51–57].
VASP uses a plane wave representation for the wavefunc-
tions. We used the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof [58] gener-
alized gradient approximation (GGA) functional for all
calculations. The Blocked Davidson iteration scheme [59]
was used for the electronic relaxation and a conjugate-
gradient algorithm (see e.g. [60]) for the ionic relax-
ation. The Methfessel-Paxton smearing scheme was used
to speed up the electronic relaxation [61]. Finally, to
avoid the charge sloshing instability, which is typical for
metal slab calculations, the Kerker mixing scheme [62]
was used.
The electric field effect on the potential is implemented
in VASP according to a scheme proposed by Neugebauer
et al. in [48]. Within this scheme, an artificial dipole sheet
is placed in the middle of the vacuum region that polar-
izes the periodic slab and introduces a uniform electric
field on both sides of the slab. Our calculations were per-
formed for electric fields up to 3 GV/m. Higher fields can-
not be applied with this implementation, because elec-
trons would tunnel towards the vacuum on the cathode
side of the slab, thus causing a charge sloshing that dis-
turbs the wave functions, the total dipole moment, and
the total energy of the system [31].
A Gamma-centered k-grid was used in all the calcula-
tions: a 7× 7× 1 grid for the systems with adatom and a
28× 28× 1 k-grid for the 2× 2× 7 flat slab. The cut-off
energy of the plane wave basis was set to 600 eV. The
above values were obtained after performing convergence
tests, i.e. increasing the k-grid density and the cut-off
energy until the total energy of the system converged.
Our criterion for the convergence tests was 1 meV, there-
fore we will consider this value as our error margin for
the ground-state energy calculations. This error margin
is used to obtain the error bars of all direct DFT data
plotted in the figures of sec. IV.
IV. RESULTS
Fig. 3 shows the total energy versus the applied field as
calculated by DFT (markers) for the four aforementioned
systems. We see that the DFT data follow a parabolic
shape as predicted by eq. (3). Thus, we can obtainM and
A for all systems by fitting them to the DFT data. Ta-
ble I summarizes the fitted parameter values along with
their corresponding error estimates. The error estimates
noted as δx for a quantity x correspond to the standard
deviation of the obtained value. The latter is obtained
from the corresponding element of the least square fit
covariance matrix. As one can see in fig. 3 and table I,
the fitting results (solid lines) follow the DFT data fairly
accurately with very small error margins.
FIG. 3. Total energy of the four W systems simulated by
DFT, vs the applied field. Black dots and green diamonds in
(a) correspond to the system with an adatom at the saddle
point and at the lattice site respectively. Black dots in (b) and
(c) correspond to the flat reference and isolated atom systems,
respectively. The corresponding solid-line curves indicated by
arrows are obtained by eq. (3) with parameters that are fitted
to the same DFT data.
TABLE I. System permanent dipole moment and polarizabil-
ity along with their error estimations (denoted with δ) as
obtained by fittings to DFT data for the four simulated sys-
tems.
quantity lattice (l) saddle (s) substrate (r) free atom (a)
E(0) [eV] -3522.707 -3521.770 -3510.910 -4.564048
δE(0) [eV] 4× 10−5 4 ×10−5 5× 10−4 5× 10−5
M [eA˚] 0.3055 0.2735 0 0
δM [eA˚] 10−4 10−4 - -
A [eA˚2/V] 27.740 27.771 27.51 0.659
δA [eA˚2/V] 10−3 10−3 10−2 10−3
M,A were extracted from the E − F curves of fig. 3,
although this could also be done directly from the (P−F )
curves. In order to confirm that the fitted values of M
and A correspond to the actual system permanent dipole
moment and polarizability for all configurations, we com-
pared the system dipole moment P (for this system due
to symmetry ~P = zˆPz) as calculated by numerical in-
tegration of the charge density obtained with DFT and
6as predicted by the linear dependence (2) with the fitted
M and A values. We obtained a perfect agreement, with
an RMS error not exceeding 0.26% for any of the four
systems.
This small deviation is attributed to the numerical er-
ror in the evaluation of P via integration of the electron
density. This lack of numerical precision is the very rea-
son we chose the E−F curves instead of the P−F ones.
The calculation of P from the DFT electron density has
much larger numerical error than the corresponding cal-
culations of energy values for a given computational ef-
fort [63]. This is due to the usage of a limited number of
real-space mesh grid points in our calculations and the
sensitive nature of the dipole moment integral (1st order
moment of a spatially oscillating quantity). Furthermore,
this effect produced an increased numerical error in the
calculation of P for the 2× 2× 7 flat slab system due to
its decreased number of real-space mesh points. Thus the
corresponding P − F curve gave a significant 5% devia-
tion from the linear relation P = ArF . For this reason
the dipole moment for the flat system was recalculated
using a bigger system (6× 8× 7) for 5 field points in or-
der to perform the comparison with the linear curve. The
recalculated values of P did give a very good agreement
with the linear curve, with the corresponding rms error
being 0.1%.
In fig. 4, we plot the migration barrier Em, the binding
energy Eb, and the removal work Λ versus a uniform ap-
plied field F , as calculated according to eqs. (4), (5) and
(6) respectively. Table II summarizes the corresponding
values of the parameters that determine Em, Eb and Λ,
calculated according to the values of table I. The error
estimates are calculated according to the error propaga-
tion rule applied to the error margins given in table I. We
remind the reader that the notation xab ≡ xa − xb de-
notes the difference in the value of x between the system
a and the system b.
TABLE II. Parameters determining the migration barrier and
the binding energy as a function of the applied field and the
field gradient.
quantity value error
Em(0) [eV] 0.9371 5× 10−5
Msl [eA˚] -0.0319 2× 10−4
Asl [eA˚2/V] 0.031 2.5× 10−3
Msr [eA˚] 0.2735 1.3× 10−4
Asr [eA˚2/V] 0.26 1.3× 10−2
Eb(0) = Λ(0) [eV] 7.233 5× 10−4
Ar +Aa −Al [eA˚2/V] 0.4318 1.3× 10−2
Mlr [eA˚] 0.306 1.4× 10−4
Alr [eA˚2/V] 0.225 1.3× 10−2
In order to validate these formulae, we also calculated
these values directly from Es, El, Er, and Ea as obtained
by DFT. In the inset of fig. 4, we compare Em, Eb and
Λ as obtained by the formulae (solid lines) and by DFT
(markers) for the range of fields where the used DFT
method can produce meaningful results. The theoretical
curves agree very well with the DFT data.
On the anode side (F > 0), all three quantities increase
for small fields, because both linear terms −Msl andMlr
are positive. Em and Eb reach a maximum around 10
GV/m where the negative quadratic terms start domi-
nating and the inverse trend appears. On the other hand,
both quantities are monotonously decreasing on the cath-
ode side (F < 0). Therefore, any applied field would
speed up the diffusion and promote evaporation on the
cathode. On the contrary, both diffusion and evaporation
would slow down for an anode field up to a certain turn-
ing point. The behavior of Λ coincides with Eb in the low
field regime due to their common linear term. Neverthe-
less, for higher fields Λ exhibits an upwards curvature,
due to the positive quadratic term which includes the
work required to remove the atom from the influence of
the field.
(a)
(b)
FIG. 4. Migration barrier Em [sub-figure (a), black, left axis],
binding energy Eb [(a), green, right axis] and removal work Λ
[(b), green, right axis] of a W adatom on a W{110} surface
vs the uniform applied electric field as calculated by eq. (9)
and (5) respectively. The gray shadow area around the curves
gives the error margin calculated by the error propagation
rule (EPR) applied on the uncertainties of the parameters
given in table II. In the insets we zoom in the low field region
and plot with markers (dots for Em, Λ and squares for Eb)
the corresponding direct DFT data. The marker errorbars are
calculated by applying the EPR to the 1 meV error estimation
for the DFT ground-state energy (see sec. III).
7Considering the diffusion under a field gradient, which
is described by equation (10), fig. 5 demonstrates both
the modifications of the barrier due to the applied field
and the preferable direction of the biased diffusion due
to the field gradient. Since we are here describing field
differences, we plot the barrier versus the relative field
increment (Fs − Fl)/Fl. Note that positive (Fs − Fl)/Fl
correspond to stronger fields for both the anode and the
cathode. We see that the theoretical curves are in good
agreement with the direct DFT values.
In fig 5, similarly as in fig 4, a different trend ap-
pears for the anode and cathode cases, due to the lin-
ear Msr∆F term in eq. (10). On an anode, the diffu-
sion is biased towards higher fields [(Fs − Fl)/Fl > 0],
as has already been experimentally observed [25]. How-
ever, counter-intuitively, for cathode fields weaker than
11 GV/m, the diffusion is preferable towards weaker fields
[(Fs − Fl)/Fl < 0]. Nevertheless, the bias (indicated by
the corresponding line slope) is much weaker than for the
anode case and it weakens further as the applied cathode
field increases. Above 11 GV/m fields, the cathode mi-
gration energy follows the same trend as for the anode,
i.e. the diffusion is again biased towards stronger fields.
This turning point depends on the equilibrium between
the fourth and fifth term of equation (10).
FIG. 5. Migration barrier vs the relative field increment (Fs−
Fl)/Fl for various applied fields Fl. Solid lines correspond to
the anode (Fl > 0) and dashed ones to the cathode (Fl <
0), as calculated by eq. (10). Markers correspond to values
directly calculated by DFT according to eq. (9). The errorbars
are obtained as in fig. 4.
The trends shown in fig. 4 and 5 are determined by
the balance between 1st and 2nd order terms in eqs. (4),
(5), (6) and (10). From a physical point of view, the 1st
order terms correspond to M-values, i.e. the permanent
dipole moment due to the adatom-induced charge redis-
tribution, such as the one shown in fig. 1(a). On the other
hand, 2nd order terms depend on how the field-induced
charge redistribution [see fig. 1(b)] is modified in different
configurations.
Note that the M and A coefficients of these terms
might differ significantly for different migration processes
and materials. Hence, our results for the simple W-on-
W{110} are not enough to draw general conclusions on
the diffusion on more complex surfaces. In order to do
that,M andA should be calculated for additional atomic
migration processes. We leave this out of the scope of this
work, which focuses on the theoretical framework upon
which such calculations may be based.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Experimental validation
We chose to perform DFT calculations for the W{110}
system because experimental data of the diffusion on this
specific system are available for comparison. Tsong and
Kellogg [25] conducted experiments of the biased diffu-
sion of adatoms under a non-uniform field. They cut a
W tip on its {110} surface and then placed an adatom
on it. The position of the latter was monitored by field
ion microscopy. Thus, they observed and measured the
brownian motion of the adatom on the surface both in
the presence and the absence of an applied field.
If the barrier is considered to depend linearly on the
field gradient as in eq. (10), a straight-forward depen-
dence of the coefficient of ∆F , B ≡ Msr + AsrF , to di-
rectly measurable quantities can be derived (see appendix
B). It yields
B =
2kT
lγ
sinh−1
(
l〈x〉b
2〈x2〉
)
, (12)
where 〈x〉b is the mean displacement of the adatom when
it performs a biased diffusion under a non-uniform field
with gradient γ, 〈x2〉 is the mean square displacement of
the adatom when the latter diffuses without any applied
field, l is the atomic jump length, k is the Boltzmann
constant and T the temperature.
Now in ref. [25] both 〈x〉b and 〈x2〉 were measured on
the same surface under the same conditions. 〈x2〉 was
measured without a field, whereas a field was applied to
measure the biased displacement 〈x〉b. By inserting the
measurements in eq. (12), Tsong and Kellogg obtained
B = 1.14 eA˚. Their applied field value was estimated
F = 23.5 GV/m and the corresponding field gradient γ =
0.0134 V/A˚
2
(this value is multiplied by the correction
factor
√
3/2 to account for the misalignment of the jump
direction on the hexagonal lattice with the field gradient).
From our extracted values we obtainMsr+AsrF = 0.88±
0.03 eA˚. This result is in a surprisingly good agreement
with the experimental value, with a small deviation of
about 20%.
This small deviation can be attributed to the experi-
mental error of the involved measurements. In table I of
ref. [25], the reported error of the extracted B value (α in
[25]) is 11.4%. However, a closer examination of TK’s re-
sults shows that the experimental error margin should be
significantly higher. Although no details are given by TK
8on their method of obtaining the reported error margin
in B, a minimum error can be estimated already by their
figure 5. In the latter they report direct measurements of
〈x2〉, with errorbars that are not less than 25% for each
measurement. By neglecting any other possible source of
error (〈x〉b, γ and kT most probably also have significant
error margins) and applying the error propagation rule
to (12), we obtain a 21% error margin in the experimen-
tal value of B, meaning that there is a quite reasonable
agreement between experiment and theory.
B. Limits of the theory
The range of fields used for the theoretical curves in
fig. 4 is not arbitrary. It is rather dictated by the limits
of validity of the assumptions used to develop the cur-
rent model. For F < −10 GV/m (cathode fields higher
than 10 GV/m), field emission becomes significant and
the space charge may affect the dynamics of the field
distribution around the defect. Furthermore, due to the
intense field emission initiating vacuum arcs, such fields
are almost impossible to realize experimentally without
causing an instant vacuum breakdown [23] and are there-
fore of limited interest.
On the other hand, high positive fields also impose
strict limitations due to the fundamental definitions of
the migration barrier and the binding energy we use here.
The definition of the binding energy as Eb = Er+Ea−El
assumes that if one moves the adatom away from the sur-
face under field, the total energy of the system will con-
verge to Er + Ea as the distance increases. However, at
the fields approaching the field evaporation regime (30-60
GV/m for W) [13], the above assumption is not valid. In
this case the applied field distorts significantly the poten-
tial ”well” of the atoms, thus causing tunnelling of elec-
trons from the atom towards the metal slab, even for high
distances between the former and the latter. This means
that the atom and the slab get partially charged, which
adds a significant distance-dependent component on the
total energy. Therefore the system energy decreases lin-
early with the atom-slab distance instead of converging,
as we have assumed in our model. A detailed DFT cal-
culation revealing this behavior for Al surfaces can be
found in ref. [32].
To investigate the field range where this behavior is
expected to appear for W, we ran DFT simulations for
an isolated W atom under high fields. Already at F = 10
GV/m the system energy deviates significantly from the
parabolic behavior shown in fig. 3c and the wave func-
tions are non-zero in the vacuum region of the system.
For this reason we limit the plot of the binding energy at
below 10 GV/m.
The migration barrier, on the other hand, becomes
rather meaningless when the activation energy for the
field evaporation becomes comparably small or even
smaller. This is because the atoms will see a potential
”slide” towards the vacuum before they reach the new
site. The evaporation activation energy has been mea-
sured to be 0.9 eV for a field of 47 GV/m [43]. According
to our calculations, the migration barrier at this field is
about 0.75 eV, which is close to the evaporation activa-
tion energy. Therefore, we limit our calculation for the
barrier at fields up to 50 GV/m.
Finally, the limited range of the electric fields (|F | less
than 3–4 GV/m in our calculations) that can be calcu-
lated by the current DFT technique [31] also affects the
precision of the model at higher fields. Although the qual-
itative description of our theory can be considered valid
up to 40–50 GV/m, the quantitative results might be-
come inaccurate already at lower fields. This is because
the error margins in the calculation of the polarization
parametersM and A are enough to give an significantly
increasing uncertainty at high fields, as is evident from
the increasing error bars of fig. 4. Furthermore, an addi-
tional uncertainty originates from the fact that second or
higher order terms in eq. (2) might become significant at
high fields and therefore equations (4), (5), (6) and (10)
need to be corrected with third and higher order terms
as well.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, this work provides a rigorous theoretical
basis for understanding the atomistic behavior of metal
surfaces under high electric fields and can be used to de-
velop atomistic computational models for the long-term
evolution of metal surfaces in this condition. We have
showed that the behavior of a surface atom can be de-
scribed with a few parameters in terms of the total dipole
moment of both the permanent and field-induced charges
in its vicinity. Our theory is in excellent agreement with
DFT calculations and when we combine the two, we ob-
tain results on the behavior of W adatoms on W{110}
surfaces that are in very good agreement with experi-
ments.
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9Appendix A: Proof of eq. (11)
Let us consider a rectangular metal slab, with its top
and bottom surfaces perpendicular to the z direction. If
this system is introduced to the influence of a constant
external electric field ~F = F zˆ, the free charge of the metal
will redistribute in order to nullify the electric field in its
interior. Thus two opposite charge layers at the top and
the bottom of the slab will be formed.
The total charge per area in the top layer is
σ+ =
1
S
∫
Ω+
ρdV (A1)
where Ω+ denotes the top half volume of the slab, ρ is
the local charge density and S is the surface area of the
x− y plane of the slab. The corresponding bottom layer
σ− can be defined equally for Ω−. By applying the Gauss
law we obtain
σ+ = −σ− = F0 (A2)
where 0 is the dielectric permittivity of vacuum.
The center of mass of the charge layers can be defined
as
~r(i)cm =
∫
Ωi
ρ~rdV∫
Ωi
ρdV
(A3)
where i can be either (+) or (−). If we calculate now the
total dipole moment of the system, we obtain
~P ≡
∫
Ω
ρ~rdV = ~P(F = 0) + S
(
σ+~r
(+)
cm − σ−~r(−)cm
)
.
(A4)
The z component of the dipole moment which determines
the energy can then be expressed as
Pz =M+ S0∆zF ≈M+AF (A5)
where ∆z = z
(+)
cm − z(−)cm is the vertical distance between
the centers of mass of the charge layers. It is evident that
under the approximation that ∆z does not depend on F ,
the system polarizability is approximately A ≈ 0S∆z.
Appendix B: Derivation of eq. (12)
According to the brownian motion theory, when jumps
in all directions are equally probable with an activation
energy Em, the mean displacement after a time τ is 〈x〉 =
0 and the mean square displacement is
〈x2〉 = ντl2 exp
(
−Em
kT
)
(B1)
where ν is the attempt frequency, l is the length of the
jump and kT is the temperature multiplied by the Boltz-
mann constant.
On the other hand, if the activation energy is Em+δEm
on the left side and Em−δEm on the right, then the mean
displacement of the biased diffusion is
〈x〉b = 2ντl exp
(
−Em
kT
)
sinh
(
−δEm
kT
)
. (B2)
The ratio between them is then
〈x〉b
〈x2〉 =
2
l
sinh
(
−δEm
kT
)
. (B3)
If the bias is due to an applied field that has a gradient
in a certain direction, as we assumed in our theory, we
can substitute δEm by the function of the field and the
field gradient given in eq. (9), i.e.
δEm = (Msr +AsrF ) ∆F = (Msr +AsrF ) γ l
2
. (B4)
Then the ratio becomes
〈x〉b
〈x2〉 =
2
l
sinh
(
−lγMsr +AsrF
2kT
)
, (B5)
which means that the ”bias coefficient” B ≡Msr +AsrF
can be expressed as a function of directly measurable
quantities, i.e.
B =
2kT
lγ
sinh−1
(
l〈x〉b
2〈x2〉
)
, (B6)
which identical to eq. (12).
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